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Workflow 
The SPLIT workflow enables easy, fast, and reliable RNA 
extraction from a variety of materials (plasma, tissue, cell 
lines) from different organisms (mammals, plant, insects, 
fungi, and bacteria) . Cells or tissues are homogenized in a 
highly chaotropic isolation buffer for RNase deactivation 
and easy solubilization . This is followed by acidic phenol-
chloroform extraction aided by phase-lock gel tubes for 
a clean separation of the aqueous phase (containing the 
RNA) from the organic and inter-phase (comprising DNA 
and proteins) . RNA fractions are purified via silica-column 
purifications which enable the recovery of either total RNA 
or large and/or small RNA fractions .
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Figure 1 | Schematic overview of the SPLIT workflow.  

Performance
Samples extracted with the SPLIT kit deliver the entire RNA 
size range for RNA-Seq, from miRNAs to mRNAs of over 
10,000 nt length . Extracted RNA is free of genomic DNA 
contamination without inducing RNA degradation or size 
biases frequently caused by DNAse treatment, heat inacti-
vation, or gDNA removal column (Fig . 2) . 

 
Efficient recovery of siRNA and miRNA down to 17 nt in the 
total RNA or in the small RNA fraction has been shown in 
spike-in experiments with small RNA markers (Fig . 3) .

Figure 2 | The SPLIT protocol extracts RNA free of genomic DNA con-
tamination. (A) RNA extracted from mouse liver is shown on a denaturat-
ing formaldehyde agarose gel . A TRIzol-extracted control sample shows 
a significant amount of genomic DNA whereas SPLIT extracted RNAs 
are free from gDNA . (B) RNA integrity of an RNA marker (200 - 10,000 nt) 
was assessed on Agilent’s TapeStation after employing different gDNA 
removal methods – SPLIT outperforms other methods in terms of RNA 
integrity and unbiased size distribution .

Lexogen’s SPLIT RNA Extraction Kit is specifically designed to purify RNA for de-
manding downstream applications such as RNA-Seq . It enables fast and highly 
efficient extraction of RNA that is free from genomic DNA (gDNA) contamination . 
Importantly, SPLIT does not require DNase treatment which may damage RNA .  
It allows recovering total RNA or splitting into small and large RNA fractions .

SPLIT RNA Extraction Kit

Advantages

§	Total RNA from <17 nt to >10,000 nt 

§	Option to split into large RNA and small RNA fractions (cut-off ~150 nt) 

§	Convenient and universal protocol requiring only 30 minutes 

§	High RNA integrity and purity (RIN>8 for tissue, up to RIN 10 for cell culture)

§	RNA free of genomic DNA without DNase treatment

§	High yield (>100 µg column capacity)

§	Excellent extraction efficiency (low input down to 0 .5 mg tissue or 100 cells)

Figure 3 | miRNA- and siRNA-
sized RNAs are efficiently recov-
ered in the total RNA elution 
and in the small RNA fraction.
SPLIT RNA extraction of mouse  
liver tissue spiked in single-strand-
ed miRNA and double-stranded 
siRNA marker, visualized on a  
denaturing polyacrylamide gel . 
The theoretical maximum spike-
in RNA recovery amount was 
loaded in lane 1 and lane 5, res- 
pectively, to enable a semi-quan-
titative comparison .
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